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Abstract
Under the background of the rapid development of the Internet, new energy
vehicles (NEVs) have ushered in an excellent development opportunity. With
the subsidy policy exiting, new energy vehicles are facing unprecedented
challenges. One purpose of stimulating the NEVs through “Internet plus” initiative is to promote diversification of vehicle energy systems and advance
industrial upgrading and transformation. On the premise of “Internet plus”,
the paper analyses the obstacles and opportunities of new energy vehicles
from four aspects, and proposes a promoting development model which includes management mode and profit mode, and constructs a promoting development framework which is about three stages of new energy vehicles. Finally, from the perspective of the new energy vehicle charging, the paper puts
forward some policy advice to promote industrialization and popularization
of new energy vehicles in China.
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1. Introduction
1.1. Background and Trend
In terms of the development trend of new energy vehicles (NEVs), the control
technology of motor drive is based on a new generation of power electronic device, which will achieve its industrialization by 2020. In the next ten years, the
technology of intelligent electric vehicles will likely change the overall pattern of
the vehicle industry. Advanced technologies of fuel cell vehicles have begun to
penetrate the market [1].
DOI: 10.4236/epe.2020.125012 May 21, 2020
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In 2015, the annual sales of NEVs in the world reached 6 million, and the vehicle ownership amounted to more than 13 million, then the industry entered
the stage of industrialization. China has surpassed the United States as the
world’s largest new energy vehicle producer and market with a sales volume of
3.79 million, accounting for about 64% of the world’s total. In 2018, the sales of
global new energy vehicles still increased to 1,256,000, a year-on-year growth of
61.7%. As shown in Table 1, many countries make some plans to promote the
development of new energy vehicles.

1.2. Trend of Internet plus NEVs in China
The production and sales of NEVs in China are going up. In 2018, new energy
vehicle production and sales amounted to 1,270,000 and 1,256,000, respectively,
and the year-on-year growth reached 59.9% and 61.7%, respectively [2]. By the
end of 2018, 330 thousand public charging piles were built, 6 times as many as in
2015. Beijing, Shanghai, Shenzhen and other cities have built large-scale charging service networks. In 2020, the building of charging piles will be further accelerated. The concept “vehicles and charging piles promoting each other” acted as
the core of the new energy vehicle development [3]. As shown in Table 2, the
trend of the Internet plus new energy vehicles is analyzed from five aspects,
which are Mechanism, Infrastructure, Technology, Industry and Market [4].
According to the definition by the relevant announcement from the State
Ministry of Industry and Information, new energy vehicles are referred to the
vehicles using non-conventional fuels as power source or conventional vehicles
with new driving device, on the strength of which the advanced theories, new
technologies and new structure designs can be applied to the vehicles [5]. NEVs,
including pure electric vehicles (PEVs), fuel cell vehicles (FCVs), hybrid electric
vehicles (HEVs), plug-in hybrid electric vehicles (PHEVs), hydrogen-powered
vehicles (HPVs) and solar vehicles, etc., are equipped with more than two kinds
of power devices: battery, fuel cell, solar cell and turbine locomotive.
On July 23, 2014, Shanghai Automotive Industry Corp (SAIC) signed the
strategic cooperation agreement on “Internet vehicles” with Alibaba Corporation, officially beginning the strategic cooperation on the Internet and the vehicle
Table 1. Promotion plan for the new energy vehicles in the world.
Country
China
South Korea
Germany

By 2020, the total production and sales will reach 5 million.
By 2020, the number of NEVs will maintain more than 1 million.
By 2020, the number of electric and hybrid vehicles on the road will reach 1
million, and will reach at least 6 million by 2030.

Japan

By 2020, a new generation of vehicles will account for 50% of new vehicles sales,
with a total capacity of 13.5 million;
By 2030, a new generation of vehicles will account for 70% of new vehicles sales.

France

By 2020, the total output of NEVs will reach 2 million.

Netherlands

DOI: 10.4236/epe.2020.125012
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By 2025, there will be 1 million electric vehicles on the road.
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Table 2. The trend of the Internet plus new energy vehicles in China.
• Industry chain has been
rapidly integrated,
making new energy
vehicle’s costs continue
to reduce.
• Parts manufacturers, lowspeed electric vehicle
manufacturers and even
Internet companies enter
the electric vehicle
production field, which
will not be limited by
market pattern of some
traditional. vehicle
companies

• With the number of new
energy vehicles
increasing and the time
going , an effective and
feasible mechanism for
the recovery and reuse of
new energy vehicles'
batteries should be
established, and the new
business models should
be explored by
government and all types
of vehicles enterprises.

Mechanism
• The state has identified and
authenticated the
construction mode and
technical standards of the
company's power station,by
which the application are
promoted, and electric
vehicle charging service
network is constructed in
the area of Beijing,
Hangzhou, Tianjin, Hefei
and Nanchang City.

Infrastructure

Industry
• New batteries and other
technologies accelerate
production, however there
is still no subversive
technology that can lead to
industrial change. More
technology only have the
gradual development
characteristics
• To apply charging system
to a closed loop platform,
the Internet should play a
role in the charging pile
field. These techology
should be applicated in new
energy vehicles industry
terminal such as smart grid
and so on.

• Charging equipment enterprises will
gain a large number of orders in
potential development space , which
will attract many enterprises to
participate in construction and
operation. The management of
charging station is expected to
change from simple charging
services to data services, information
services and other modes.
• Plug-in hybrid electric vehicles will
lead the market; Micro new energy
vehicles will change the
consumption pattern of China's
vehicles; Intermediate pure electric
vehicles' existing brands and
products will be differentiated.
• After-market services (finance,
tenancy , insurance and
maintenance) will gradually be
provided.

Market

Technology

industry, and the term “Internet vehicle” was put forward officially. Then the
two enterprises will start to cooperate in the Internet, vehicles and related fields
[6].
According to the description of the “Internet vehicle” of SAIC and Alibaba
Corporation, the “Internet vehicle” is a vehicle that entirely is integrated with the
operating system, big data, cloud computing, communications, navigation system and entertainment to promote the end-user experience. Behind its hardware, there is an Internet vehicle system which is more open and integrated with
Internet technology and big data, and the ecosystem is focused on users’ daily
life by coordinating the online and offline resources to provide users with smart
travel services [7].

2. Status Quo
2.1 Policy Environment
At the third session of the twelfth National People’s Congress in 2015, Premier
Li Keqiang first put forward the “Internet plus” action plan in the government
work report, to enhance the integration of Mobile Internet, Cloud Computing,
Big Data, Internet of Things and modern manufacturing industry. The development of e-commerce, Industrial Internet and Internet Financial should be
promoted, and Internet enterprises should be guided to expand the international
DOI: 10.4236/epe.2020.125012
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market. Therefore, under the background of this, “Internet plus new energy vehicles” becomes the combination of the Internet and the real economy, playing
an important role in promoting the transformation of new energy vehicles industry.
As shown in Table 3, NEVs have been adopted as China’s national strategy,
and the country’s incentive policies for NEVs are gradually put forward. These
policies are aimed to eliminate the possible institutional, sectional interests, and
social barriers to the application of NEVs, and tend to focus more on ambitious
enterprises and other areas of dynamic capital [8].
In 2016, the media unveiled several subsidy cheating scandals with some policies forced to be adjusted to meet the needs of the development of the industry
and avoid loopholes. On January 1, 2017, the Ministry of Industry and Information officially promulgated the “Notice on Adjusting the Subsidy Policy for Po-

pularization and Application of NEVs”. Despite the tighter policy and reduction
of subsidies which cause the new energy vehicle industry to a real test of marketing competition, it will also gradually lead the sound development of the new
energy vehicle industry [9].

2.2. Market Situation
2.2.1. Production and Sales
With support from the national policies, the production and sales of NEVs in
China are increasing year by year. As shown in Figure 1, since 2005, the sales of
NEVs in China have shown an apparent upward trend. The average annual
growth rate is over 30%, which indicates that it has a bright future in promoting
the use of NEVs. According to the Automobile Association statistics, in 2018,
Table 3. China’s policy environment of new energy vehicles.
•'' Notice on Continuing to Develop the
Popularization and Application of New
Energy Vehicles" was delivered in
September, 2013.
• "Notice on Further Promoting the
Popularization and Application of New
Energy Vehicles" was deliverdissued
in January, 2014.
• The State Council issued the notice of
"Made in China in 2025" in May, 2015.
The vehicles were classified as one of
the key fields.
• The State Council issued " Notice on
the Investment Projects Approved by
the Government“ in February, 2016.

• "Notice on Promoting and Applicating
New Energy Vehicles' Financial
Support Policy in 2016-2020" was
issued in April,2015.
• Four ministries jointly issued "Notice
on Adjusting Promotion and
Application of New Energy' Financial
Subsidies Policy", which raised the
recommended model directory
threshold.
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• On July 9, 2014, Li Keqiang who is
the Premier of the State Council
held the State Council executive
meeting to exempt the purchase tax
of new energy vehicles.
• "the Notice on Energy Saving and
New Energy VehiclesTravel Tax
Preferential Policy " was issued,
and the pure electric vehicles , fuel
cell vehicles and plug-in hybrid
vehicles' travel tax are exempted.

Industry

Taxes

Subsidy

Encouragement
• The Ministry of Finance published "
the Notice on Rewarding the New
Energy Vehicle Charging Facilities
Construction” on November 25,
2014,which make some areas as the
key promotion area such as Jing-jinji, Yangtze River Delta and Pearl
River Delta.
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Figure 1. China’s production and sales and growth of new energy vehicles.

the production and sales volume of NEVs reached 1,270,000 and 1,256,000 with
a growth rate of more than 61.65% and 59.95% respectively (Figure 2). The
production and sales volume of energy vehicles (EVs) reached 986,000 and
984,000 with growth rates of more than 47.9% and 50.8% respectively. Hence,
the EVs have always dominated China’s new energy vehicle market. The production and sales volume of PHEVs reached 283,000 and 271,000 with growth
rates of 122% and 118% respectively.
Before 2017, sales were gratifying by massive subsidies and limited licensing
policies in some areas. However, with the subsidies falling, production and sales
went into a temporary slump, then they gradually stabilized. Also, these emerging business models, such as Time-sharing leasing and Car-sharing, have become the highlight of stimulating the potential of NEVs, and are gradually
forming an industry consensus.
Although the development of NEVs has broad prospects in China, it is still in
its initial stage in the current market. Moreover, with the national Subsidy-cut
policy introduced, NEVs industry will return to the market. By 2020, the subsidies will completely withdraw from the market. At the beginning of 2017, because of the policy of falling subsidies, the market of new energy vehicle was in a
shortfall. However, the proportion of NEVs still occupies 50% of the world,
which shows that NEVs are developing rapidly with government subsidies. With
a substantial policy boost, in 2018, the sales in NEVs of China were 1,256,000,
production and sales ranking first in the world two years; the total amount of
promotion was more than 3 million, accounting for 50% of the global market
[10].
2.2.2. Geographical Distribution
By 2018, the number of NEVs in China has exceeded 3 million, accounting for
more than 50% of the global market, ranking first in the world [11].
DOI: 10.4236/epe.2020.125012
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(a)

(b)

Figure 2. China’s production and sales of NEVs in 2018. (a) NEVs production; (b) NEVs
sales.

Shenzhen, Beijing, Shanghai and Hefei implement more ambitious policies for
the promotion of NEVs, exceeding other provinces and cities. From the type of
NEVs, China has been pushing for pure EVs and HVs over the past few years,
while plug-in hybrids and fuel cell vehicles are limited in number. Among them,
Shenzhen, Zhengzhou, Shenyang and other cities mainly promote hybrid cars;
Beijing, Hefei, Guangxi, Qingdao and other cities give first place to promote
PEVs.
2.2.3. Market Situation of Sub-Industry (Table 4)
1) Power Battery
The new energy vehicle power battery can be divided into battery and fuel cell,
the battery is used in EVs, HEVs and PHEVs; fuel cell is used in FCVs (Table 5).
According to statistics, China’s actual battery capacity will be close to 100 GWh
by the end of 2016, but the actual demand is the only 20 GWh, so in 2016 there
have been structural surplus phenomenon: new entrants or enterprises producing poor-quality products, as well as enterprises without standardized products
will be seriously excessive, but the demand for high-quality battery products exceeds the supply [13].
Because of their significant differences in performance, material and cost, the
future of different types of power batteries is different. At present, the most mature technology is nickel-hydrogen power battery, but lithium-ion batteries are
the most successful in the commercial promotion, and fuel cells are widely regarded as a long-term goal [14]. Currently, the lithium battery is the fastest-growing category. Since 2012, the lithium battery industry has maintained its
rapid growth and has accelerated the substitution of conventional batteries. Lithium batteries are expected to continue to grow at an average annual rate of
nearly 25%; at the same time, costs will continue to decline.
In recent years, the rapid development of new energy vehicle has increased the
sales of domestic power battery, and industrial concentration has also been continuously improved. According to incomplete statistics, the total capacity of the
industry has exceeded 120 million kilowatt-hours (kWh). The future demand for
DOI: 10.4236/epe.2020.125012
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Table 4. The order of investment of different products on the chain of NEVs [12].
Order

Sub industry

Trade barrier

Industry transfer space Demand elasticity

1

Electrolyte

High

Larger

High

2

Diaphragm

High

Large

High

3

Vehicle

Higher

Medium

Less

4

Motor control

Higher

Medium

High

5

Lithium resources

Lower

Medium

Less

6

Charging pile

Low

Large

High

Data source: Huatai Securities Research Institute.

Table 5. Comparison of battery and fuel cell characteristics [14].
Battery
• It is the only power source of the drive system in pure electric vehicles, mainly including
nickel cadmium, nickel hydrogen and lithium ion batteries. At present, the lithium ion battery
is in a stage of rapid development, and it is used in many new energy vehicle, such as the
Nissan Leaf, TOYOTA Prius plug-in, Tesla Model S, general Volt Focus, Ford EV and BMW
I3 and so on. In addition, lithium resources are more abundant, and the price is not expensive,
it is said that lithium-ion batteries are currently the most popular in market power battery.
Fuel cell characteristics
• It is a device in which the chemical energy of fuel and oxidant is changed directly into electric
energy through the reaction of electrodes. The fuel cell does not need charging, and has the
advantages of high specific energy, long service life, less maintenance work and continuous
power supply. In addition, fuel cell vehicles can achieve over the same mileage as fuel vehicles.
According to the electrolyte, fuel cells can be divided into five types: alkaline fuel cells,
phosphoric acid fuel cells, proton exchange membrane fuel cells, dissolved carbonate fuel cells
and solid oxide fuel cells. At present, proton exchange membrane fuel cell (PEMFC) is widely
used in fuel cell vehicles. It is the most competitive battery type in the future of new energy
vehicles and power batteries.

China’s power battery market is about 80 million kWh. Further, considering the
expansion of power battery capacity, the domestic battery capacity will be severely excessive in recent years, and the trend of market differentiation will become more and more evident.
The rapid development of the new energy vehicle industry will have a significant driving effect on the battery enterprises, lithium battery materials and resources matched enterprises [14]. In the manufacturing process, batteries, motors and electric control belong to the core system of EVs. At present, the vast
majority of the domestic battery and motor in electric vehicle enterprises depend
on outsourcing. Because the electronic control system is related to vehicle control, it is usually researched independently or developed jointly [15] [16].
2) Charging Pile
In 2018, China made great progress in charging infrastructure construction.
The number of public charging piles has exceeded 330 thousand, and the proportion of charging piles for private passenger vehicles has increased to more
than 85%. Intercity-Express stations have been used in 20,000 km of expressDOI: 10.4236/epe.2020.125012
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ways, with an average distance of 48.6 km between stations.
Even if charging infrastructure has made substantial progress in 2018, and at
the same time, the number of new energy vehicle market holdings exceeded 100
thousand in China and charging infrastructure is still relatively backward. Because there are some industry problems such as the scarcity of public charging
piles, long queuing time and so far, they cause difficulties in charging in the entire electric vehicle charging industry [17].

3. Internality Analysis: Obstacles and Threats
The popularization of NEVs is still limited by many factors, such as the short
battery lifetime, inconvenient charging, etc. The actual value of the NEVs for
users is not much bigger than the ordinary ones, and the government subsidies
act only as a stopgap measure, which cannot completely solve the problems
concerning NEVs promotion [18] (Figure 3).

3.1. Fundamental Problem: Basic Facilities Are Far from
Satisfactory
At present, the number of charging piles in the city is still small, and here comes
such problem as “electric vehicles without charging piles”, which destroys the
enthusiasm for buying a car and user experience. Charging pile construction in
some areas is encounters interventions due to security issues, inadequate power
supply facilities, the operation of residential power grids and other reasons. At
the same time, the policy statements are vague when the private charging piles
are under installation, which causes the negative situation of charging pile promotion. The following are the specific reasons for inadequate facilities (Figure
4).

Figure 3. Development barriers of internet plus new energy vehicles.
DOI: 10.4236/epe.2020.125012
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Figure 4. Reasons of basic facility problem during the development of new energy vehicles [19].

3.1.1. High Requirement for Charging Facilities Construction
A large amount of capital is required to be thrown into a large number of supporting facilities like charging stations when creating new energy automotive
market. As the market in China is still at its initial stage, the technical standards
of infrastructure services for NEVs are also lagging behind developed countries,
and the related industries are backward and cannot form the corresponding industrial chain [20]. In addition to charging convenience and other factors, the
demand for charging facilities is also high. Construction must meet the requirements of “Water supplies, electricity supplies, transportation infrastructure and
well-chosen sites”. The site selection is complicated to make, which poses great
challenges to the construction of urban energy charging facilities [21]. In addition, charging facilities are a kind of large-scale electric power infrastructure,
whose construction needs to take into consideration the impact on the power
distribution system, such as power grid reconstruction, network loss and node
voltage deviation, and the charging station is a kind of public transport services,
and its status is equivalent to the traditional gas station [22]. Therefore, the construction of charging facilities needs to be properly considered and tries to minimize the adverse impact of the charging station in the distribution system, and
it should premise itself based on reducing the harmful influence of charging station on the distribution system and tries to serve more vehicle users [23].
3.1.2. Debates among Stakeholders
State Grid, PetroChina, Sinopec, the automobile companies and battery enterDOI: 10.4236/epe.2020.125012
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prises, which act as the main body related to the interests of electric charging facilities, disagree with electricity infrastructure construction and operation maintenance, reducing the enterprise’s enthusiasm, hindering the battery enterprises
in building electric charging facilities to a great extent. In terms of the charging
mode, the power grid enterprises advocate using power exchange mode, while
the car enterprises advocate charging mode. In terms of the construction standards, the charging mode is not adopted, and consumers want to use fast charging mode. In terms of the allocation of government subsidy funds, some problems with the differences between construction enterprises and operating companies should be solved urgently [24].
3.1.3. Low Profitability
The biggest problem that centralized charging stations have to face is low profitability, and the shortage of NEVs is the main factor that leads to decreasing returns of the charging stations the profit of the charging station. China’s NEVs
have developed rapidly in the past two years, but the overall quantity is still insufficient. According to the Chinese Automobile Industry Association data released in 2018, China sold 1256 thousand NEVs, and for two consecutive years
its sales ranked first in the world, and the cumulative promotion amount has
exceeded 3 million, which accounted for 50% of holdings charging facilities, but
idle rate is still high, and investment is facing tremendous pressure [25]. Charging stations need to be equipped with a large number of charging duty personnel, resulting in higher operating costs, low efficiency and low profitability.
From the actual situation, along with the Beijing-Shanghai high-speed charging
station, 35 vehicles are stopping to charge every day during the Spring Festival,
and during the rest of the time, the utilization ratio is lower. Sometimes there is
no car stopping to charge, and charger maintenance and staff inputs are necessary.
Some problems also exist in the operation costs of public charging facilities.
Since 2016, China has continuously introduced policies to promote charging facilities construction. Beijing, Shanghai, Guangzhou and other local governments
have introduced policies to encourage charging facilities construction. However,
some public charging facilities are maliciously damaged and abused, making the
construction and operation costs of the public charging network much higher
than those for personal use and exceptional facilities. Besides, EVs are mainly
based on residential charging, which leads to low utilization of public charging
network facilities.
3.1.4. Big Investment and High Risk in Early Stage
Whether the charging pile or the charging station, its initial investment ranges
from tens of thousands to millions, and high construction costs cause the high
risk of successful operation, even though the energy can be easily stored in
energy storage stations of NEVs, there are still certain operation risks, because
natural gas, hydrogen, dimethyl ether, ethanol and methanol are the fuels whose
DOI: 10.4236/epe.2020.125012
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density is low and whose volume is large, and whether it is easy to compress and
store is another problem [26].

3.2. Market Issues: The Consumer Environment Is Immature
At present, China’s new energy vehicle market has not been established, and the
development of industrialization and scale still need speeding up, and a pleasant
consumer environment has not been shaped. Compared with European countries, there is a massive gap in the new energy vehicle market. The price of NEVs
is too high to be accepted, and the consumer’s awareness of environmental protection is not keen. Therefore, the further development of the new energy market is hindered [27]. According to the studies completed, it shows that only 4.3%
of users will choose NEVs, which directly reflects that the market demand for
NEVs in China is relatively low. The acceptance of NEVs by the public in
first-tier cities is generally more excellent than the second and third-tier cities’
residents. According to some analyses, on the one hand, electric vehicles licensing conditions is not strict in the first-tier cities; on the other hand, the first-tier
cities’ charging piles, after-sales service and other supporting facilities construction are excellent [24].
The main reason why it is not well accepted is that the new energy vehicle
performance still needs improving while the cost remains high, and the available
infrastructure is still not able to play its expected role. First of all, about 70% of
consumers expect that the car’s driving range should be more than 200 kilometers, the price should be about 100 thousand RMB, and charging interval should
be about 2 hours. With BYD Tang 100 as an example, its mileage is only 100 kilometers. However, the price is about 290 thousand RMB, and now the state
subsidies abolished, and the price is higher than that most consumers expect.
Secondly, at present, China’s NEVs charging facilities are still in need of improvement, and the charging time is relatively long, which are the reasons why
the majority of consumers consider not buying [28]. BYD Tang 100’s charging
interval is up to 6 or 7 hours, and most consumers cannot accept it. Therefore, to
promote the development of NEVs industry, the government and vehicle enterprises need to work together to focus more attention on research and development and improve the performance of NEVs. At the same time, the price of
NEVs should be brought down and the charging interval should be shortened
gradually.

3.3. Technical Problems: The Core Technology Needs to Be
Improved
The history of vehicle industry development is relatively short in China. Compared with European countries, the traditional technology of vehicle is still far
behind, hurting the technology development of NEVs. China has a long way to
go in the new energy vehicle core technology. For example, the research and development in critical components and public infrastructure needs speeding up,
and it still relies on European procurement, and the localization rate is low. The
DOI: 10.4236/epe.2020.125012
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main reason why the foundation of the NEVs industry is weak is that the funds
and scientific research is weak and the development of the traditional vehicles
industry is poorly developed.
There are some gaps between China’s new energy vehicle enterprises and European countries’ in technology, and many companies have blind faith in “mileage”. Restricted by material and technology, the current mileage that batteries
are able to cover is limited. To get better mileage, the car enterprises often increase the battery units, and to a certain extent, it increases the energy consumption and reduces available car use-space, leading to reduced comfort and safety
[29].
Compared to multinational parts giants, China’s enterprises are still not so
competent in parts independent-manufacturing. The technology and associated
equipment of battery diaphragms and other parts are fully mastered by the enterprises in developed countries [30]. At the same time, China still not have
owned core technology in the vehicle’s power train, and the domestic automobile manufacturers, including SAIC, vehicle models by cooperating with overseas giants and sharing intellectual property rights. The main components, such
as motors and control systems, are mostly imported. For the domestic vehicle
enterprises, if there is no improvement in domestic new energy vehicle parts
system, the competitiveness of China’s low-cost NEVs will not be enhanced easily [31].

3.4. Social Issues: The Energy Structure Is Concerned
From an environmental point of view, the biggest advantage of EVs is “zero
emissions”. However, it does not mean that it will not produce serious indirect
pollution. At present, nearly 70% of China’s electricity comes from coal-fired
power generation; more than 20% is from hydropower, and about 10% is from
nuclear power, wind power, gas power. In the United States, the proportion of
gas power is more than 40%, and coal-fired power generation is less than 30%,
while the remaining are nuclear power, wind power, hydropower and other
clean energy. Despite China’s efforts to promote clean energy construction, the
rapid growth of energy demand will make the relatively cheap fossil power generation still dominant for a long time. According to the China Energy Development Plan issued by the National Energy Administration in June 2014, even in
2020, the proportion of non-fossil fuels will reach 15% in ideal circumstances
[32].

4. Externality Analysis: Advantages and Opportunities
4.1. Political Aspect
NEVs have been identified as China’s national strategy, and policy will continue
to be introduced. There are dozens of follow-up policies introduced. The traditional advantages of China’s system are efficiency, and this efficiency will be fully
embodied in the construction of new energy automotive industry [33]. The
DOI: 10.4236/epe.2020.125012
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supporting policies to promote the development of NEVs industry have also
been introduced, the National Development and Reform Commission issued
“Guidelines for the Development of Electric Vehicle Charging Infrastructure
(2015-2020)”. By 2020, in order to meet the demand for the charging stations in
terms of the 5 million EVs, the new centralized charging stations will reach more
than 12,000, and decentralized charging piles will reach more than 4,800,000.
With the advancement of the policy, the problem of charging will no longer be
the factors that restrict the development of the automobile industry (Figure 5).

4.2. Industrial Aspect
After several years of efforts, creative enterprises which even made or will gain
global dominance, have made a decisive breakthrough in almost all the key
“technical links” of the industrial chain. Chinese industrial system has made
adequate technical preparation for the coming new energy tide [34].
The development of NEVs has driven investment in upstream and downstream industries and has been linked to key sectors, including basic materials,
key components and manufacturing equipment. China has built four accumulation area of the power battery industry in the Pearl River Delta, Yangtze River
Delta, Beijing-Tianjin-Hebei area and the Central Plains, becoming the world’s
largest producer of power batteries [35].

4.3. Social Aspect
Due to China’s huge population, the market demand is also higher than that of
other countries; consumers are beginning to lean towards NEVs because of high
fuel prices. Besides, China’s air pollution has been increasingly serious in recent

Figure 5. New energy vehicle development advantages.
DOI: 10.4236/epe.2020.125012
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years, and consumers and the government prefer NEVs with low energy consumption [36]. With the promotion of NEVs in various regions, China’s market,
which is greatly affected by policy guidance, has a bright future.
4.3.1. Population and Regions
As a result of population advantages, China’s auto market is huge, and it has
great potential for development, and these advantages are also existing in the
field of NEVs. The world’s leading accounting firm issued the Blue Book of
Chinese Vehicle Industry, the Blue Book shows that the number of China’s
NEVs reaches 330,000 in 2015, while the global NEVs only reach 500,000, and
China has a substantial proportion. According to the Blue Book forecast, by
2022, China’s annual output of NEVs will reach about 1,850,000. From 2015 to
2022, the compound annual growth rate is 28%. However, China’s NEVs exist in
the low-end car. In terms of power, endurance and comfort, many vehicles fail
to meet the requirements [37].
4.3.2. Energy and Environment [38]
Excessive fuel prices and serious haze pollution are two of the many factors that
accelerate the rapid development of NEVs [39]. NEVs play a great practical role
in reducing vehicle emission pollution. NEVs with low fuel consumption provide an important way to alleviate the increasingly serious haze pollution [40].

4.4. Technological Aspect
The core technologies of EVs include motor, electronic control and battery. The
motor system and the motor control system are becoming mature gradually, and
the battery management system (BMS) has been made a breakthrough. The material of the battery has been made great breakthroughs in an all-round way completely, and it has subverted the monopoly pattern of Japanese enterprises. Several new
energy vehicles manufacturers represented by BYD and JAC, more than 10,000 vehicles in the society have operated safely over tens of millions of kilometers. The
motor and electronic control performance has been proven to be mature, fully
equipped with the industrial pattern. The safety and service life of lithium batteries
have also been up to the design standards. The core material technology in a lithium battery is made a breakthrough, and China’s lithium battery is subverting the
monopoly of Japanese enterprises and establishes their dominant position [12].

5. Design of Promoting a Development Model
5.1. Business Model
How to optimize the business model for china’s NEVs? The paper focus on the
two perspectives: profit mode and management mode as shown Figure 6.
5.1.1. Profit Mode [3] (Figure 7)
1) Short-term: low cost and service charge
The National Development and Reform Commission (NDRC) issued the
“Notice on Issues Related to Electric Vehicle Pricing Policy” on July 30, 2014,
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Figure 6. How to optimize business model of Internet plus new energy vehicles in China [41].

Figure 7. Profit model idea of internet + new energy vehicles on each stage [42].

based on which some operational models may be able to be established for the
charging facilities. By the policy given above, charging station operators charge
users for electricity and service, and the electric bills are based on electricity
price set by the state (large industrial electricity price). As electricity price controls are still not lifted, the profit mainly depends on the service charge. In the
early days, service charges initially followed the guidance prices of local governments, and gradually were determined by the market in next days. The local
government decided to levy service charges in accordance with the principle of
“Giving different and preferential treatment”. At the same time, operating costs
affect profitability. For charging stations, the charging process takes at least half
an hour, and the waiting area must be set up. Therefore, compared with the traditional gas station, more area for the charging station should be covered, and
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the cost of land is very high. According to the “Notice”, before 2020, the approach should be taken by governments to reduce operating costs, such as financial subsidies and free allocation of construction sites for charging facilities.
2) Mid-term: wholesale and retail electricity service charge plus charging
service charges
There are inflexible rules on the formulation of charging a service charge. To
promote NEVs vigorously, new energy vehicle enterprises must ensure that EVs’
usage cost was significantly lower than that of fuel (or gas) vehicle. A high
charging service charge will dampen the customers’ enthusiasm for purchase
and will also harm the charging infrastructure industry. More importantly, with
more and more capital inflowing and price competition becoming fiercer, service charges will be reduced. Therefore, the initial charging service charge can be
a major source of revenue, but it is not sustainable in the long term.
The service charges model is only suitable for the initial industry initial period. Considering that power market reform lifts control over retail electricity
market if charging station operators apply for sale license, they are expected to
develop new profit model. After retail electricity market was established, charging station operators make a purchase of electricity at wholesale prices and sell at
retail prices, and hence the spread of wholesale and retail can become a meaningful way to generate profit. The more price margin of wholesale and retail is,
the shorter the payback period becomes.
3) Long-term: Wholesale and retail electric and charging service charge
plus determine the added value
Because the charging pile construction is affected by land availability and policies, the recycling cost lifetime will be extended. It means that private enterprises will experience the situation that the investment is long-term and the returns
are slow, and the massive asset mode is challenging to maintain. Now all enterprises are investing in electricity construction, and investment risk increases.
How to do an excellent job in charging pile value-added services? It will also determine the development prospects of charging enterprises.
The charging station is different from the traditional gas station, and the former provides charging service with more extended time, and high value-added
services can be offered at this time. The electric vehicle charging piles can be
made as to the center of this area where convenience stores are open, logistics
transfer stations, car 4S shops and other ancillary services. In the owner’s charging time, retail and consumption business can be developed in-depth, improve
the value-added services and tap new sources of income the source of income
[43]. For example, during the charging period, the charging station can provide
services such as automobile inspection, maintenance and so on, or get added-value
by cooperating with the vehicles enterprises. For example, mobile reservation, online payment, station charging and maintenance process are achieved by developing APP. The entire industry chain of manufacturers, consumers and service
providers are formed to create a comprehensive service ecosystem. Moreover,
once the number of users is large, the operators of charging piles can charge adDOI: 10.4236/epe.2020.125012
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vertising fees and users surcharge by customizing charging scheme for customs,
then profitability and user’s stickiness are increasing. Finally, an “ecosystem” of
self-growth will be formed.
In the big data era, the value of the data cannot be ignored. The charging piles
can become an excellent carrier to collect the data of user’s charging behavior.
Then the necessary information of users can be obtained from the online APP.
Next users’ charging behavior and habits can be analyzed by massive data such
as travel time, travel sites and charging time, and based on this; advertising can
be put into a targeted consumer. At the same time, the scientific basis for the
layout of charging piles can be provided [43]. From another perspective, when
the electric vehicle charging station construction is completed, it will not only
absorb power from the power system but also reverse electric energy into the
grid by the electric vehicle batteries with energy storage characteristics, then
considerable benefits will be obtained. The charging station can be used as electric vehicles agent. By optimizing the charging process, on the one hand, the
negative influence caused by the large-scale electric vehicles accessing to electric
power system can be weakened, such as network loss, voltage deviation. On the
other hand, electric vehicles can participate in the power grid ancillary services
through agents; then it can reduce reserves, peak load shifting and stabilize the
volatility of renewable energy output. In terms of overall development situation,
the profit model of charging station will gradually change from low-cost and
single service to multiple-service mode. In addition to estimating the added value and creating a diversified profit model, the development of big data technology, the growth of NEVs and deepening of electricity market reform will become
the key factors for the growth of the charging station.
5.1.2. Management Mode (Figure 8)
1) Government vehicle platform [44]
The innovative model of “the Internet plus travel” was introduced into government vehicles market to provide practical solutions for government vehicles
reform in China. China’s first platform for Internet official vehicles was put into
operation in Jiangxi province. By the approach of “Internet plus”, the distribution of resources can be more rational, and the data information can be developed and shared, at the same time, the cost can be controlled and transparent,
solving two prominent problems of the official vehicles system, and it indicates
the government’s affirmative and supportive attitude towards the NEVs. To enhance public awareness of green-travel further, the civil servants should take the
lead in demonstrating Green travel and play an exemplary role in popularizing
the concept of energy conservation and environmental protection. The benefits
of the cooperation between government and the Internet rental platform vehicles are to make full use of the platform of NEVs resources and to reduce the
cost of conventional vehicles. Meanwhile, it is confirmed that the vehicle rental
platform will practice green travel [45].
2) Interconnect sharing between pure electric vehicles [46]
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Figure 8. How to form new business model of new energy vehicle.

Intelligent shared electric vehicle based on the Internet, designing a better
business model of promoting vehicle sharing, is aimed at sharing and being controlled by mobile Internet technology. “100 million people share 10 million cars”
is the goal, but everyone can drive a vehicle. To make more people enjoy travel
convenience and save energy, the stock of vehicles resources should be shared
[47]. The shared electric vehicle is an innovative exploration in the Internet vehicles and Internet travel, and it is also the best solution for the future urban intelligent transportation and further popularization of EVs. Through joining superior resources of NEVs, sharing platform and vehicle networking, a new vehicles operation model based on networking, mobile Internet and sharing
economy can be explored and built. To make users experience convenient and
intelligent travel based on the Internet, the Internet living circle and the vehicle
demand in the “vehicle ecology” should be opened up. With the development of
Internet technology, changes in consumer habits and the growing awareness of
environmental protection, consumers’ demands for vehicles will no longer be a
simple mean of transport, and they are concerned more about a full set of travel
solutions [48].
The platform also provides users with intelligent vehicles rental experience.
Vehicles sharing innovation model will make China as the world’s leader, improving the efficiency of resource utilization through sharing economy. For example, time-sharing lease is a kind of shared mode with car rental services; based
on the charging piles, new energy vehicle sharing rental service outlets are built
and charging network and time-sharing lease mode are established, realizing the
sharing of resources, and expanding the coverage of the charging network and
improving the service of public transportation [43].
3) “Cloud platform” for new energy vehicles
The charging facility is the entrance of the current and the data stream. The
vehicles’ travel data is obtained by the charging process, which offers an opportunity about added-value services such as vehicle sales, maintenance and so on.
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At the same time, the fusions of vehicle networking, pile networking and the Internet will form a cloud platform for NEVs, and in this platform, Internet business opportunities will be offered such as location-based services, payment services, Internet banking and so on. Additionally, the layout of the charging network adopts the method of combining points, lines and surfaces. Thereinto, the
shops, transportation hub and tourist spots are the points; trunk roads are the
lines where the charging station and charging terminal can be set; the 3 km to 5
km service radius is the surface where the lay charging station and charging terminal can be set in the public parking lot. The real-time location of each new
energy vehicle can be displayed on an electronic map [49]. At the same time, the
vehicle’s driving direction, speed, power usage and battery temperature are monitored synchronously. Big data must be an essential part of the development in
EVs in the future, and it is particularly important to build an “ecology”, open
and shared platform.
4) “Vehicles running on the Internet”
The vehicle enterprises which have the ability in developing independently
make capital as a bond with IT enterprises which have the Internet content, services and “ecosphere”, and integrate each resource with its advantages , and the
vehicle enterprises should work together to build a “vehicles running on the Internet”, promoting the development of Internet vehicles and the construction of
operation platform. The capital platform will be opened in the future and will
attract more Internet vehicles participants. The vehicle enterprises and IT enterprises will make full use of their strengths respectively, and become a pioneer in
Internet vehicle technology, service operations, business models and user experience. The vehicle enterprises and IT enterprises should focus on user’ demands
to build a kind of life featuring “Internet vehicles”. In addition to providing the
vehicles with Internet resources such as communication, navigation, entertainment and so on, the IT enterprises can also offer online channels and financial
support in the sales process of the vehicles, and carry out the added-value services that is “Use first and pay later”.
5) Open “Internet plus” times [50]
From the perspective of third-party service providers, electric vehicle operation service providers contact the parts of the industry chain in China. By the
model of “the APP of charging”, “Intelligent city charging network” and “Operating system”, the people, vehicles and piles are connected by using O2O
closed-loop, which are aimed at providing the user with the best experience, to
solve the problems about “mileage anxiety” and charging which restrict the popularization and development of EVs. By the platform operations and data
technology, charging piles will become an essential carrier of city location and
entrance of vehicle networking, the network of position, traffic and vehicles can
be promoted to construct intelligent transportation system, and form the Information Physics Department of the smart city system in future [29].
The large-scale NEVs network and charging network is the tendency in the
city. The companies get access to the Internet ports of new energy vehicle service
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actively by constructing the “Internet plus new energy vehicle” charging station,
and the service system of “Internet plus new energy vehicles” and “Internet plus
charging” are formed gradually. By providing Internet services such as mobile
intelligent charging management, remote monitoring, operation detection, diversity payment and so on, an O2O service model which is “Mobile terminal
APP plus cloud management system plus cloud platform data sharing plus offline charging equipment” is built, and an era of “ Internet plus new energy vehicles” begins.

5.2. Development Framework
What is the development framework suitable for the layout of NEVs in the “Internet plus”? Charging piles are an indispensable link for NEVs to achieve “Internet plus”, and the Vehicle networking is also an intelligent terminal that collects and detects all vehicle information. They play an important role in China’s
new energy vehicles. Thereby, the development framework of the Internet plus
new energy vehicles is designed as shown Figure 9.
5.2.1. Charging Pile
Charging piles have been upgraded at the terminal of the entire Energy Internet.
In the Energy Internet architecture, charging piles not only make energy revenues but also can retrieve energy data. In the Internet era, it has strong strategic
significance in becoming a leader in the distribution of Energy Internet.
The “Notice on the Issuance of Energy-saving and NEVs Industry Development Plan (2012-2020)” shows that the quantity of the NEVs should reach 5 million in 2020 in China. To achieve the objective above, the number of the charging station should be 12,000 and the charging piles 4,500,000 [51]. That is to say,
50 - 100 charging piles will be installed per square kilometer in urban land. Also,
the state has released the city charging piles facilities in China. Attracted by the
market, many private enterprises enter this field and the market is expected to be

Figure 9. The development framework of Internet plus new energy vehicles.
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dominated by private enterprises. Local governments have introduced the policy
for the development of charging piles, and several cities have also drawn up relevant construction plans (Table 6).
Charging piles can perform more smartly in data collecting, data buffer and
remote management, and it is a field with a bright future in-vehicle networking.
On the one hand, the power management departments need to collect all the
data of the charging piles and provide data for the construction of a smart grid.
On the other hand, the power management departments help to realize the remote management of charging piles. At the same time, charging piles play a role
in data collection and data cache, which can upload the real-time data (charging
pile’s working state, the current-voltage and charging time) to the cloud, to
support the dispatch center platform software for charging piles remote control,
and fault information, security alerts can send feedback to the maintenance personnel. Charging piles are important sources of charging revenues, and they become the new entrance of vehicle networking. Charging piles can act as payment
terminals, by which fields such as entertainment and applications can be opened
up in the vehicles networking directly or indirectly. The core of the industry
value chain will gradually move from hardware manufacturing to charging pile
operations, and eventually, the charging piles will play a role in flow inlets of the
Energy Internet architecture.
5.2.2. Vehicle Networking
NEVs will become another mobile terminal after smartphones, thus leading a
revolution in the vehicle industry. It is the tendency that the Internet will integrate the vehicle industry, and the development of NEVs and smart vehicles
promote Internet enterprises to enter the vehicle industry. On the premise of
Internet companies having inherent advantages in data, communication and artificial intelligence, it is bound to get the qualification for pure electric vehicle
manufacturing and draw up the blueprint for the smart vehicle industry to
achieve the in-depth integration and development of new energy and intelligent
vehicles [52].
With the development of wireless communication and the Internet, GPS and
GIS (Geographic Information System) are used widely, and the Internet of Vehicles (IOV) emerged. The combination of GPS and wireless communication
makes the vehicles as a mobile terminal, and hence the external environment
and situation of vehicles can be transmitted in real-time. In the future, the terminal
Table 6. Charging construction plans on various regions of China in 2020.
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Beijing

Meet 600,000 electric vehicles’ charging need
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211,000
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150,000
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of IOV can change from single-mode to interactive mode, and the vehicular
terminal has changed gradually from the traditional no-screen or simple scheduling screen to powerful scheduling screen. The ultimate goal is to establish a
smart city system in the IOV industry. Through smart traffic, the problem of
traffic jam and the development challenge of vehicles society can be solved. The
three stages of the IOV development will be consist of interconnection between
people and vehicles, between vehicles and vehicles and interconnection between
vehicles and city, which shows us the future of “smart city system” is bright [53].
The IT companies are responsible for providing the open platform of the Internet, meanwhile, the high-tech enterprises are paying attention to the integration between high-tech mobile terminal and smart electric vehicles in design and
manufacturing, and the high-tech enterprises are able to carry out multifaceted
cooperation with vehicle manufacturers in the field of high-end vehicle marketing services [54]. Among partners, the advantage of high-end vehicles’ marketing and services is significant when putting forward the business model of “Internet plus intelligent electric vehicles”. At the same time, IT enterprises, high-tech
enterprises and vehicle manufacturers have complementary advantages in their
respective fields, to promote the innovation of business model and product
jointly. In terms of improving the environmental ecological system and industrial chain, new intelligent electric vehicles should be researched and developed.

6. Conclusions and Policy Suggestion
6.1. Conclusions
In summary, here is the following conclusion:
Against the context of the “Internet plus” initiative, the paper looks forward to
the prospects of NEVs, promoting its industrialization and popularization. The
industrialization and prosperity in NEVs is to achieve the diversification of vehicle energy systems for automotive industry, but also a correct choice of transforming ideas, broadening horizons, and alleviate excess power in China. The
development of NEVs should construct promoting development framework
which is based on new management mode and profit mode through “Internet
plus” initiative. As the important filed in the automotive industry, the development of NEVs is facing a major historical opportunity. It will play a vital role
and exploit a unique advantage to form the new development framework, especially in the layout of charging piles, achieving the green transformation of China’s energy. Therefore, NEVs in China must have a bright future.

6.2. Policy Suggestion
6.2.1. Expansion of the Market Scale of Charging Piles
1) Putting routine household charging as an energy supply system
At present, in China, the electric vehicle charging network consists of three
parts: The first part is the household charging, which is generally installed by the
pure electric vehicles’ owners or vehicles enterprises. The second part is charging
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in destination, such as hotels, restaurants, office buildings, shopping malls,
schools, community and so on, which is generally installed by Tesla and other
car companies. Moreover, the third part is public charging stations, which
mainly solve the charging problem of the trunk road network.
The mode of charging facility operation is supplemented by parking or family
routine charging, which is the most likely charging operation model in china, as
China’s population density is not as low as the United States and Europe’s and
there are not many independent garages rebuilt with independent charging piles.
The corresponding measurement equipment should be equipped and standards
for fees should be set, and thus the popularization and application of electric vehicle infrastructure can be achieved
2) Improving charging service network construction
Charging infrastructure construction sites should be widely distributed and
standard charging stations should be constructed in the residential and commercial center, and finally convenient charging network can cover the city, to
meet the needs of electric vehicle users and to fulfill vehicles buyers’ desire.
Energy distribution in the network should be reasonable. As a dynamic and
controllable load, the electric vehicles can effectively alleviate the peak load of
the power grid, and play a role in shaving peak and filling valley, which have a
benefit on the economic operation of the overall power grid.
3) Constructing rational utilization of smart grid
A smart grid can improve the procedurally-interactive management of comprehensive power industry, which can carry on the generation, transportation,
supply and use of power. A smart grid can not only meet customers’ demand for
electricity but also Hierarchical dispatching power grids, to meet the dual needs
of users and power grids by smartness and informationization.
The stable operation and scheduling ability of urban power grid should be
enhanced in the process of electric vehicles, and the uncontrollable risk of urban
power grid should be prevented.
6.2.2. Searching for the Better Charging Scheme
There are two main charging modes: slow-charging and quick-charging.
1) Slow-charging usually adopts the mode of constant voltage or constant
current, whose interval is usually 5 - 8 h, and even up to 10 - 20 h. The longer
charging interval has higher requirements, and hence slow and conventional
charging is only suitable for long-time parking occasions such as parking lot,
family garage and other places, which is, at the same time, completed mainly by
charging piles.
2) Quick-charging adopts strong-current, which will be mainly completed by
the charging generator. Charging interval is usually 20 min - 2 h. This charging
method makes the electric vehicles regain the electricity in a short time and
solves the problem that the slow and regular charging interval are too long, and
it is the key to promote the electric vehicle’s performance. Quick-charging must
have higher requirements for battery life, power distribution system and security
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issues, which will cause difficulties in the construction and operation of the
charging station.
Costs and efficiencies should be balanced concerning different requirements
while laying the charging circuit [55]. Along the highway, Quick-charging is more
suitable. However, in private homes and public places in the city, Slow-charging
should be chosen because of the lower cost. In public parking which is near the
office, shopping malls, residential areas, enterprises and institutions, it is more
suitable to adopt smart socket to charge. For plug-in hybrid power vehicles, as
long as they are running in the city, they can be used as pure electric vehicles.
Only in this way, can they exert an effect on energy-reservation, emission reduction and environmental protection. Therefore, the popularization of the smart
socket in parking areas is the solution to the problem of charging. NEVs are genuinely available when charging piles are available everywhere.
6.2.3. Charging Intelligence
The users of the charging station are able to reduce cost and avoid the electricity
stolen behaviors through smartcards, achieving the maximum utilization rate of
charging station in the end; online charging station management service can
track and report the data of energy consumption, greenhouse gas emissions and
gasoline saving situation immediately, and the tabular can be shown on a daily,
weekly or monthly, then the users can combine these data with other systems to
analyze sustainable situation about development of enterprises. Online charging
station management service provides full-time monitoring to ensure network
services be provided and wireless software be updated; it also provides each electric vehicle user with a variety of services such as 24 hours hotline, charging notice, and history charging records; it also uses the practical meter to connect the
smart grid system in the area to complete smart grid projects such as the corresponding demand side, real-time charging price estimation and monitoring.
6.2.4. Construction of Charging Station
State Grid Corporation of China (SGCC) determines the basic business model
for Electric vehicles (EV) charging and battery swap stations as battery replacement being the principal means of powering vehicles, plug-in charging being
supplemental and centralized charging as well as unified distribution [56]. That
SGCC decides to update the simple charging station to the charging and battery
swap stations greatly increased the target customer groups of the stations and
enhanced its geographical adaptability. The battery replacement takes less time
and can fully achieve mechanized automatic operation. The charging and battery
swap station covers a relatively small area, which is very flexible in terms of
layout in large cities where the land prices are so high. The construction of
charging and battery swap stations will be more convenient if using the existing
grid network [57]. In addition, centralized charging at night while power transmission by day can improve the distributional efficiency of power resources of
SGCC [58]. At present, there is not a uniform battery standard, with each EV
using battery from different manufacturers. If a unified battery standard can be
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set, the cheap and convenient battery replacement model will stimulate the rapid
development of the EV market and will greatly boost the market growth of power battery.
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